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S. Bistarelli, P. Codognet and F. Rossi, Abstracting soft constraints: Framework,
properties, examples
Soft constraints are very flexible and expressive. However, they are also very complex to handle.
For this reason, it may be reasonable in several cases to pass to an abstract version of a given soft
constraint problem, and then to bring some useful information from the abstract problem to the
concrete one. This will hopefully make the search for a solution, or for an optimal solution, of the
concrete problem, faster.
In this paper we propose an abstraction scheme for soft constraint problems and we study its main
properties. We show that processing the abstracted version of a soft constraint problem can help us in
finding good approximations of the optimal solutions, or also in obtaining information that can make
the subsequent search for the best solution easier.
We also show how the abstraction scheme can be used to devise new hybrid algorithms for
solving soft constraint problems, and also to import constraint propagation algorithms from the
abstract scenario to the concrete one. This may be useful when we don’t have any (or any efficient)
propagation algorithm in the concrete setting.  2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
R. Greiner, A.J. Grove and D. Roth, Learning cost-sensitive active classifiers
Most classification algorithms are “passive”, in that they assign a class label to each instance based
only on the description given, even if that description is incomplete. By contrast, an active classifier
can—at some cost—obtain the values of some unspecified attributes, before deciding upon a class
label. This can be useful, for instance, when deciding whether to gather information relevant to
a medical procedure or experiment. The expected utility of using an active classifier depends on
both the cost required to obtain the values of additional attributes and the penalty incurred if the
classifier outputs the wrong classification. This paper analyzes the problem of learning optimal active
classifiers, using a variant of the probably-approximately-correct (PAC) model. After defining the
framework, we show that this task can be achieved efficiently when the active classifier is allowed to
perform only (at most) a constant number of tests. We then show that, in more general environments,
this task of learning optimal active classifiers is often intractable.  2002 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V.
M. Ying and H. Wang, Lattice-theoretic models of conjectures, hypotheses and
consequences (Research Note)
Trillas, Cubillo and Castiñeira (Artificial Intelligence 117 (2000) 255–275) defined several
interesting operators in orthocomplemented lattices. These operators give a quite general algebraic
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model for conjectures, consequences and hypotheses. We present some properties of conjectures,
consequences and hypotheses in orthocomplemented lattices, which complement or improve the
results by Trillas, Cubillo and Castiñeira. Furthermore, we introduce the graded versions of these
notions in the setting of residuated lattices and derive some of their properties. These graded notions
provide certain mathematical tools for modelling conjectures, consequences and hypotheses in the
environment where uncertain and vague information is involved.  2002 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V.
C.B. Callaway and J.C. Lester, Narrative prose generation
Narrative generation has historically suffered from poor writing quality, stemming from a narrow
focus on story grammars and plot design. Moreover, to-date natural language generation systems
have not been capable of faithfully reproducing either the variety or complexity of naturally occurring
narratives. In this article we first propose a model of narrative derived from work in narratology and
grounded in observed linguistic phenomena. Next we describe the AUTHOR architecture for narrative
generation and an end-to-end implementation of the AUTHOR model in the STORYBOOK narrative
prose generation system. Finally, we present a formal evaluation of the narratives that STORYBOOK
produces.  2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
F. Bacchus, X. Chen, P. van Beek and T. Walsh, Binary vs. non-binary constraints
C. Bettini, X.S. Wang and S. Jajodia, Solving multi-granularity temporal constraint
networks
M. Broxvall, P. Jonsson and J. Renz, Disjunctions, independence, refinements
I. Navarrete, A. Sattar, R. Wetprasit and R. Marin, On point-duration networks for
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J. Lang, P. Liberatore and P. Marquis, Conditional independence in propositional
logic
Y. Dimopoulos, B. Nebel and F. Toni, On the computational complexity of assumption-
based argumentation for default reasoning
R. Aler, D. Borrajo and P. Isasi, Using genetic programming to learn and improve
control knowledge
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M.A. Falappa, G. Kern-Isberner and G.R. Simari, Explanations, belief revision and
defeasible reasoning
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